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For the first time in a very long while the four lettered ‘work’ thing 
prevented me from being able to attend a club night run.  By all 
accounts Mike’s ‘Steeplechase’ was very enjoyable and appreciated by 
all those that took part.  
The following day was the hottest of the year (so far) and finding 
myself in Coventry (where it was hitting 35º) I decided to investigate 
the newly refurbished Transport Museum. Just re-opened in June after 
a £9.5m make-over, it showcases the products of Coventry’s cycle 
and motor industries, and does it very well.   The down-side of course 
is that there are no MGs, but what a lovely reminder of makes such 
as Maudsley, Riley, Hillman, Sunbeam, Triumph and of course Rover 
and Jaguar.  There are also very nice collections of early motor-cycles, 
pedal cycles and die-cast models (see images on page 4).  I would 
highly recommend a visit, even if it involves a special trip.  It kept me 
occupied for a couple of hours and that was at a brisk pace with one 
eye on my watch to ensure I got away before the evening rush.  What 
did surprise me was the fact that entry is FREE.  You can’t beat that 
for value.  
My re-wiring saga with the Magnette continues, with about 75% now 
complete and much learned along the way.  Mainly that the harness 
I so carefully removed in one piece bears no resemblance to the 
replacement.  It seems mine was much modified and tinkered with 
during its lifetime and a lot of detective work has been required to 
identify its original route (indicated by long un-used cable cleats) and 
to work out missing or re-located components.  At first I likened it to 
assembling a jigsaw puzzle without having the lid of the box.  But as 
reality has dawned I have come to appreciate that it is actually more 
like doing it with the wrong lid.  Maybe next month I will be able to 
report that it is complete?  
Finally I would like to wish our most senior member all the very 
best for the future.  Wil Wilkinson has relocated down to Chard in 
Somerset where he will be near to his family.  He has taken his MGB 
with him and will be contacting the Taunton MGOC shortly.  Good 
luck Wil, we will be looking out for you at Athelhampton.



Coventr y Transpor t Museum
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Images submitted by Steve following his visit to the Coventry 
Transport Museum (www.transport-museum.com).

Submitted by Steve Favell



MGs at  The Boot The Sounds of  Memphis
In spite of a dodgy weather forecast leading up to this gathering the 
28th May turned out to be bright and sunny if a little windy and cold. 
Near perfect conditions to give the TA an airing and meet up with 
other MG owners over a bar meal and a glass of preferred tipple. 
After all, I hadn’t spent the last two days polishing the car for nothing! 
We arrived on the dot at 12 noon to find the pub car park already 
half full of an array of MGs modern, not so modern, and ancient. 
Amongst those present were Steve Wills and Richard Bakewell with 
their MGBs.
The Boot at Houghton is a very attractive pub on the edge of this 
pretty village. It has a good car park which soon became full of MGs. 
Apart from the main building, to the rear is an extensive lawn leading 
all the way down to the River Test. There is an outside bar, a food 
ordering place and ample picnic tables and benches. Pauline and I got 
chatting to Richard and some other guests while enjoying our bar 
snack until it was time to move on.

By Andrew Williams

By Ralph Jessop

Carol and I had an amazing holiday in Louisiana, Mississippi and 
Tennessee immersed in music from the 50s and 60s including Elvis 
Presley, BB King and Johnny Cash.  
After breakfast one morning at the Sheraton in Memphis we returned 
to our 10th floor room and I heard what seemed like the noise of 
1000 V8s.  Looking out of the window we saw about 40 Chevrolet 
Corvettes coming through the hotel entrance.  I grabbed my camera 
and leapt on to the lift to the ground floor and met several of our 
fellow travellers who had also heard the amazing V8 sounds.  The 
Corvettes were of all ages including the latest 2015 models (460HP, 
0-60 in 3.8 secs...)
I spoke to a really nice couple (they could have been members of 
WMGOC! ) at the head of the procession who told me that they 
were going to Nashville, 212 miles from Memphis, on a fund-raising 
drive on behalf of St Jude’s Children’s Hospital in Memphis.  St Jude’s is 
a world famous teaching hospital specialising in child cancer. Note the 
police escort to ensure their safety on what we found later when we 
did the same trip would be on perfect roads with so little traffic. The 
weather was also perfect, sunny and not too hot.  As they departed it 
was like a finely tuned orchestra of V8 noise.
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On 7 June over 170 MGs congregated at the War 
Memorial Hall, East Boldre, where rally plaques and 
route instructions were dispensed. Amongst those 
taking part was a contingent from Winchester 
MGOC including David and Barbara Marklew with 
their MGA, Saul Duck with his YB plus his daughter 
and Andrew and Pauline Williams with their TA. 
A steady exodus of cars, keen to make the most 
of the perfect weather but mindful of the 84 mile 
route to be covered before a timely arrival at 
Somerley House.
The route took in many interesting parts of the 
New Forest, from Lymington and the sea fronts 
of Milford-on Sea and Barton-on-Sea, where we 
enjoyed views across the Solent to the Needles. 
From here we headed for Brockenhurst and from 
there to Beaulieu and the Rhinefield Ornamental 
Drive. The final leg took us along the Avon 
Causeway  before a short stretch on the A31 
brought us towards Somerley House and its 
extensive private grounds.
Somerley House is in the ownership of Viscount 
and Viscountess Somerton and is not generally 
open to the public, so we were lucky to be invited 
to look around some of the ground floor rooms 
and the gardens. Other entertainments included a 
band to serenade us whilst we relaxed with picnics, 
a raffle and a stall offering a range of MG bits and 
memorabilia.
Trophies were awarded for categories such as Best 
MGB, the person who had travelled furthest etc. 
Pauline and I didn’t have any luck with the raffle but 
we did get awarded a beautiful engraved silver cup 
for the category Best Pre-1957 MG.
A great day and a credit to the organisers. I think 
everyone went home with a smile on their face.

New Forest  MGOC Run T h e  B  i n  B a s t i d e
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The wife, the little black B ‘n me arrived at Portsmouth ferry terminal 
in good time for the ferry and the holiday began.  The Cap Finistere is 
advertised as a “luxury ... cruise ferry” but it is, in truth, just a normal 
cross-channel ferry with slot machines, an Elvis impersonator and cash 
bingo.  I ain’t posh but that ain’t luxury, even by my standards.
The ferry to Spain, with a French crew running on English time, had 
a very odd take on customer service but despite the need to queue 
for everything the food was fine. Having dinner in the restaurant 
effectively meant that we missed the bingo but we would have been 
in time to see Elvis. We went to our cabin and read. 
The arrival at Bilbao, with the backdrop of mountains, was a tad more 
stimulating than a quiz, bingo & Elvis. Bilbao was hot. 
Here the Garmin, AKA Sat Nag, took us round in circles, literally. 
Traffic was heavy, traffic lights of long duration, progress was very slow. 
“In one hundred metres enter roundabout and take the first exit... 
recalculating....” It appeared that every now and again Sat Nag would 
take the British way around a roundabout, announcing ‘first exit’ when 
it should have said ‘third exit’. It was hot, our B was hot, I was hot and 
screaming at an inanimate servant – no doubt to the amusement /
horror of the indigenous population.
Eventually, with a scant knowledge of the terrain coupled with 
observation of the position of the sun and road signs we got onto 
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the motorway.  The A8 to San Sebastian is a nice section of motorway, 
twisting between the hills with curves far tighter than could be driven 
at the 130 kph limit.
With ol’ Naggie set to ‘Fastest Route’ we were instructed to leave the 
A64 at Artix. After a good deal of “.... enter roundabout and take the 
first exit... recalculating....” we ended up on the very twisty D32 up to 
Aire-sur-l’Adour. Actually, it was a cracking route. Hilly, twisty, scenic... 
Clearly not the quickest route as it ignored the A65 completely. 
We arrived in Cazaubon three hours later than planned. On the plus 
side the little black B still had all its oil and water after a hot 240 mile 
thrashing.

The following day we headed west to Labastide-d’Armagnac which 
claims to have hosted king Henry IV at a time when the town had an 
English Mayor and Aquitaine was ruled by England. Close to Labastide-
d’Armagnac is the Notre-Dame des Cyclistes, an old church where 
the priest was (apparently) as keen on cycling as he was on his religion. 
Nothing to go ‘wow’ about but lovely all the same with old bicycles, 
old photos and hundreds of cycling jerseys, including at least one from 
one of the great Eddy Merckx.
We had a hotel booked for the weekend in Rocamadour. Lunch en 
route was taken by the river in Puy-l’Éveque, an 11th century and car 
unfriendly village with flights of steps and ginnels that are really only 
fit for pedestrians. 
Rocamadour ‘a place of pilgrimage’ from the 10th century, is very 
touristy but still well worth a look. If it was good enough for King 

Henry II to visit, it’s good enough for me. Our hotel was at the heart 
of this medieval town. I climbed countless steps to the highest part of 
the castle on the cliff-top above the town. Others took the lifts! 
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The journey back to Cazaubon was broken at Duras for lunch. There 
is a cracking restaurant in the middle of the town – we ate in the 
other one...  It was here in Duras that I managed to grab the snap of a 
British Midget (for clarity, the car). We then had the privilege of visiting 
a local 17th century farmhouse of considerable charm belonging to 
Adriana & Jocelyn Cloete. I didn’t long for the house or the pool but 
that barn.... Yes, what a space for one’s classic cars. This couple have a 
gite and rooms for holiday lets. (I can pass on the details if wanted.)
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We took a drive down to Pau on some lovely back roads, through 
charming villages, like Estang and La Houga. Pau is also a pretty nice 
place (for those that have not been). It was here that I snapped the 
only other MG I spotted on the tour – a green roadster with French 
plates. Yet another good lunch (there really was no need for three 
courses...) before heading to the shops. I soon went off the place 

when I saw the price of men’s apparel. Anyway, it was nice to be 
dragged around some different shops for a change.
As we were taking the ferry back to Portsmouth from Bilbao we 
decided to arrive there a day early so that we could have a look 
around the Guggenheim. With the hotel booked for the Monday 
before our Tuesday departure I discovered that the Guggenheim is 
closed on a Monday. At least we saw the building as we drove into 
town from the motorway.
We arrived at our city centre hotel after exactly the same performance 
from Sat Nag that we had two weeks earlier. “Enter roundabout and 
take the first exit ... Recalculating”.
After a drink and a shower at the hotel we headed straight over to 
the old part of town for a spot of tapas and a beer (when in Rome). 
By late afternoon it was 37º in the city centre.  It was ‘warm’. The 
adhesive on Margot’s shoes melted, just as it did several years ago in 
Le Mans when the temperature reached 40º. Clearly shoes sold in the 
UK are not designed for those warmer urban walks. 
So, the following morning, armed with a paper map (Oh yes...) we left 
our hotel for the 20 minute drive to the ferry. To exit the underground 
car park we needed our room key-card. This obtained access the 
garage and opened the garage door. Adjacent to the garage door was 
a key-card type lock and a metal post box into which the key was to 
be deposited after use. This, of course, is a task for the person in the 
left-hand seat. The garage door opened, the key card was deposited in 
the post box but in the same hand was the folded map. 
Yes. “Enter roundabout and take the third exit... recalculating....”
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Images and articles to: dave.tilbury@me.com Please.

Events for 2015
July tba WMGOC summer picnic run

19 Alton Bus Rally & Car Show – Anstey Park
26 Classics in the park – Upton Park – Dorset 

Midget & Sprite Club
28 WMGOC Club night run – Mike & Lorna

August 9 Athelhampton gathering, B’mouth MGOC
16 MGB 50th Anniversary gathering Shelsley 

Walsh organised by MGB Register
22 Simply Classics, Beaulieu
23 CCOTP at Christchurch Quay
25 WMGOC Club night run – Rosie 

Sheppherd
Sept 6 The Concorde Club classic & sports car 

show, Eastleigh
11-13 Goodwood revival

Doughnut Delight charity day – Beech Hill 
MG Garage (BMGOC)

18 MG Cricket St Thomas Regional event 18th 
– 21st

20 CCOTP at Christchurch Quay
29 WMGOC Club night
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